This presentation covers Gen-Z Memory Management Unit (ZMMU) and memory
interleave capabilities.
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Given the operational similarities between a Requester ZMMU and a Responder ZMMU,
much of the underlying ZMMU IP can be re-used to implement Requester and Responder
ZMMUs. For example:
• The Responder’s address decoding logic / Responder ZMMU interprets incoming request
packet addresses (Responder-local application address or request packet Address field)
as sequences of pages based on high-order bits. Each page represents a separate
decoded region with potentially different page attributes.
• Requester-local and Responder-local addresses that correspond to the same page share
the same page attributes.
• Requester ZMMU and Responder ZMMU page table layout designs are common in
terms of page size, alignment, and page-packing restrictions. However, a Requester leaf
PTE will have a different format and capabilities than a Responder leaf PTE. Further,
Requester leaf PTE format will differ based on interleaved and non-interleaved support.
• The Requester and Responder ZMMUs in communicating components need to support
mutually-compatible page sizes.
• The Requester and Responder ZMMUs may be sparse, i.e., storing address decode
information only for accessible memory pages.
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• A Requester ZMMU maps the addressable resources, e.g., DRAM or byte-addressable
NVM, of one or more Responders into the Requester’s local memory address space.
• A Requester ZMMU maps a Responder’s Data Space.
• If in-band management is supported, a Requester ZMMU maps a Responder’s Control
Space.
• If supported, a Requester ZMMU maps addresses associated with advanced operations,
services, or resources of one or more Responders into the Requester’s local memory
address space. For example, a Requester ZMMU may facilitate buffer operations,
unicast and multicast messages, etc.
• The size or scale of a Requester ZMMU will vary, depending upon the size and amount of
the Requester’s local memory space that can be mapped to Responders. For example,
some processors support 2e48 bytes physical addressing and others 2e52, which
provides significantly greater addressability.
• The Requester’s local memory address space is accessed through a Requester-specific
MMU (or equivalent). The Requester-specific MMU surfaces local memory addresses as
virtual memory addresses to applications.

• If a Requester supports Region Keys (R-Key), then each Requester ZMMU leaf PTE
contains a single R-Key. The R-Key will be the read-only R-Key or the read-write
R-Key of the mapped Responder resource that corresponds to the Requester’s
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access permission.
• A component can support multiple Requester ZMMU
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• A Responder ZMMU is used to translate a request packet’s Address field into a
Responder-local address. This Responder-local address is used to access the target
resource. For example, the Requester maps page 1023 to Responder memory page X’.
The Requester ZMMU is used to translate and construct the request packet’s Address
field to target X’. Upon receipt, the Responder decodes the request packet’s Address
and initiates a Responder ZMMU hardware table walk to locate the associated
Responder leaf PTE. When the Responder leaf PTE is located, the Responder uses the
information within the PTE to identify the Responder-local resources, validate access
permission, and execute the request packet.
• A Responder may support multiple types of Responder-local resources, e.g.,
• A physical resource such as memory or a cache
• An address range used to exchange memory-semantic messages
between any component type
• An address range used to transparently target anonymous Responderlocal memory buffers used for traditional message passing solutions,
e.g., networking
• An address range used to explicitly or transparently invoke accelerator
operations
• And so forth.
• The size or scale of a Responder ZMMU will vary depending upon the size and amount
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of the Responder-local addressable resources that can be mapped to Requesters. In
many cases, the amount of provisioned addressable resources will be a fraction of a
Requester’s memory address space, e.g., a Responder might contain multi-TiBs of
memory capacity and a Requester might support a multi-PiB memory space.
• If a Responder supports Region Keys (R-Key), then each leaf PTE contains two R-Keys used
to control access to the associated page—a read-only R-Key and a read-write R-Key.
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A Page Table-based ZMMU is analogous to a processor page table MMU in terms of
flexibility and scalability. If the ZMMU logic is integrated into an existing page table MMU,
then optimal performance can be achieved since page table misses can be serviced by the
same caching mechanism. If not integrated, then a Page Table-based ZMMU should
support Page Table-based ZMMU PTE Caching to avoid incurring excessive latency when a
page table miss occurs. If Page Table-based ZMMU PTE Caching cannot be supported, then
a Page Grid-based ZMMU design is strongly recommended.
To improve interoperability, ZMMU and non-ZMMU address decoding schemes support at
least the following page sizes:
• 32 MiB, naturally-aligned with the base address that is a 32 MiB multiple
• 1 MiB, naturally-aligned with the base address that is a 1 MiB multiple
• 64 KiB, naturally-aligned with the base address that is a 64 KiB multiple
• 4 KiB, naturally-aligned with the base address that is a 4 KiB multiple
• The page table and its sub-tables are component-specific resources that are accessed
through the component’s local address space, i.e., these resources are provisioned and
accessed independent of Gen-Z.
• The Base Address CSR is a component-specific register used to locate the page
table.
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• Pointers to sub-tables within the page table are stored as component-local
addresses.
• Pointer widths support 64-bit addresses. Unused high-order bits may be ignored.
• The Input Address into a Requester ZMMU is the Requester-local address.
• The Input Address into a Responder ZMMU is the contents of the request packet’s
Address field.
• A subset of the Input Address bits is defined as an address range.
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A ZMMU entry contains either a pointer-pair entry or a Requester or Responder PTE entry.
This figure illustrates a pointer-pair ZMMU table entry.
• ET indicates if this is a valid entry.
• PT0 and PT1 indicate the pointer type
• Invalid pointer
• Points to the next-level table
• Points to a 4096-entry table of PTEs describing 4 KiB pages.
• Points to a 256-entry table of PTEs describing 64 KiB pages.
• Points to a 16-entry table of PTEs describing 1 MiB pages.
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• A Page Grid can be used to implement a Requester ZMMU or a Responder ZMMU.
• If a Requester ZMMU, then the input address is Requester-specific, e.g., a
processor physical address.
• If a Responder ZMMU, then the input address is the Gen-Z request packet’s
Address.
• A Page Grid ZMMU contains a Page Grid Table.
• Each Page Grid entry is configured to support a single page size, i.e., at a
minimum, the number of supported Page Grids is equal to the number of
supported page sizes. Page sizes vary from 212 to 248 bytes inclusive (see Core
Structure ZMMU ATTR 1).
• Each Page Grid entry is configured to use a subset of the PTE Table to locate
individual pages.
• Each Page Grid entry is configured to cover an address region calculated as
follows: (Starting Address + (Number of Pages * Page Size)). Management is
responsible for ensuring address regions do not overlap.
• If a component supports trusted execution capabilities, then a subset of Page
Grids can be designated to enforce trusted access to the corresponding PTEs and
pages.
• A Page Grid ZMMU contains a PTE Table.
• If a Requester ZMMU, then the PTE Table is composed of a set of Requester PTEs.
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If a Responder ZMMU, then the PTE Table is composed of a set of Responder PTEs.
Each PTE points to a single page.
The number of PTEs associated with a Page Grid should be configurable.
If the number of PTEs is limited, e.g., a media controller that supports 4096 PTEs,
then management can configure a Page Grid to support a large page size (e.g., use
1 GiB instead of 4 KiB pages), and rely upon the Requester’s operating system or
equivalent to provide fine-grain Requester-specific pages that map to each ZMMU
page.
• A Page Grid ZMMU operates as follows:
• Upon receipt of a Gen-Z request packet, a Responder ZMMU compares the
packet’s Address field with each Page Grid’s address region to identify the specific
Page Grid. If a Requester ZMMU, then the Requester-specific address is
compared.
• Once the Page Grid is identified, a ZMMU calculates the corresponding PTE Table
entry.
• If a Responder ZMMU, then the PTE points to a page, and is used to
validate and execute the request packet.
• If a Requester ZMMU, then the PTE identifies a Responder page, and is
used to generate a request packet.
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A Requester PTE is used to translate a request such as a processor load or store operation
into a Gen-Z request packet that targets one or more Responder components.
There are two types of Requester PTE entries—one that points to a Responder Data Space
page and one that points to a Responder Control Space page.
• If a Data Space page, then this entry supports 64b addressing
• If a Control Space page, then this entry supports 52b addressing. Further, it supports the
Directed Relay Interface field which is used for in-band management during discovery
and configuration
Both PTE formats support a common set of fields. A design may support a subset of the
fields listed below. The supported fields and their sizes are communicated through the
Core Structure ZMMU ATTR 1 field.
• ET—If a Page Table-based ZMMU, then this field is present and indicates if this is
a pointer pair or a leaf PTE
• D-ATTR—Determines how to interpret the Local and Global Destination fields—
unicast, multicast, interleave group, etc.
• ST—Determines if this is a Data Space or a Control Space Requester PTE
• DT—If a Control Space Requester PTE, then this determines if the DR-Interface
field is configured
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• RKE—Determines if the R-Key field is configured
• CCE—If the component supports coherency, then this determines if cache
coherency is enabled for this page
• CE—If the component supports Capability Read and Capability Write operations,
then this determines if these may be target this page
• SKE—If the components supports security, e.g., encryption, then this determines
the handle that identifies the corresponding security information (certificate, key,
etc.)
• WPE—Determines if a Write Poison operation may target this page
• PSE—Determines if the PASID field is configured
• PME—If the components supports performance markers, then this determines
how to set the PM bit in request packets to this page
• PEC—Determines how processor exception handling is to be performed when an
error is encountered
• LPE—If the component support logical PCI device semantics, then this determines
how to set the LP bit in request packets to this page
• NSE—Determines how to set the No Snoop bit in applicable packets
• Write Mode—Determines how to translate various store / atomic requests into
Gen-Z request packets, e.g., persistency indication, etc.
• Traffic Class (TC)—Used as an input into path / route selection
• PASID—Process Space Identifier
• Local Destination—If unicast, then this contains the single-subnet Component
Identifier. If multicast, then this contains the single subnet multicast group
identifier. If an interleave group, then this identifies the group..
• Global Destination—If unicast, then this contains the destination subnet identifier.
If multicast, then this is combined with the Local Destination to create a global
multicast group identifier.
• Security ID Key—Determines the security handle associated with this page
• R-Key—Determines the R-Key associated with this page
• Address—The Responder Address in Data Space or Control Space
• DR-Interface—the egress identifier to use when performing directed route packet
relay
• DI—Data Integrity field for this PTE
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A Responder PTE is used to validate and execute a request packet.
A Responder PTE contains many of the same fields as a Requester PTE but with Responderspecific semantics. A design may support a subset of the fields listed below. The supported
fields and their sizes are communicated through the Core Structure ZMMU ATTR 1 field.
• ET—If a Page Table-based ZMMU, then this field is present and indicates if this is
a pointer pair or a leaf PTE
• V—Indicates if this is a valid PTE, i.e., configured
• PA—Determines if the paged is accessed as persistent media (persistent media
can be treated as volatile or persistent depending upon higher-level policies)
• ST—Determines if this is a Data Space or a Control Space Requester PTE
• RKE—Determines if the R-Key field is configured
• CCE—If the component supports coherency, then this determines if cache
coherency-specific requests may target this page
• CE—If the component supports Capability Read and Capability Write operations,
then this determines if these may target this page
• SKE—If the components supports security, e.g., encryption, then this determines
the handle that identifies the corresponding security information (certificate, key,
etc.)
• WPE—Determines if a Write Poison requests may target this page
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• PSE—Determines if the PASID field is configured
• LPE—If the component support logical PCI device semantics, then this determines
if requests with LP == 1b may target this page
• NSE—Determines if the Responder is to ignore or act upon the No Snoop bit in
applicable packets
• Write Mode—Determines what type of requests that modify data may target this
page.
• PASID—Process Space Identifier
• Security ID Key—Determines the security handle associated with this page
• RW R-Key and RO R-Key—Determines the read-write and read-only R-Keys to
validate request packets against
• RKMGR, RK_MGR_CID, RK_MGR_SID—If the component support R-Key Update
request packets, then these fields are used to validate R-Key update access to this
page
• VA—Determiners the component-local address that is mapped to this page
• Window Size—Determines a sub-range within this page starting at VA that may be
accessed
• DI—Data Integrity field for this PTE
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Memory interleaving can mitigate any latency and bandwidth constraints associated with a
given media type, e.g., SCM (storage class memory) typically has higher latency than DRAM
and / or provides lower bandwidth. Memory interleaving mitigates these constraints by
aggregating multiple components increasing the aggregate bandwidth or mitigating latency
by increasing Responder parallelism.
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This figure illustrates a 3-way interleave. The left-hand column represents the
output address from the Requester ZMMU. The Requester ZMMU page mappings
are set to create a set of contiguous regions whose number is equal to the number
of Responders participating in the interleave group and whose size represents the
size of the contributed Responder addressable region. Each page mapping begins
on the next available power-of-two-aligned starting address. In this example, there
are three Responders, each contributing 1.5 TiB of addressable memory to the
interleave group. The ZMMU maps the region into three 1.5 TiB regions with one
at address 0, one at address 2 TiB, and one at address 4 TiB.
The middle three columns represent the three Responder address maps. Address
maps preserve page boundaries enabling Responders that support a ZMMU to
perform R-Key validation. Each Responder contributes one third of the media to
each of the three regions, and the request packets are distributed across all three.
Each colored box represents a single interleave granule, where the size of each
granule is either 64 bytes or 256 bytes depending upon the interleave granularity
setting in the interleave table. In this example, if 64-byte granule is used, then
accesses to address 0 go to Responder 0, accesses to address 0x40 go to Responder
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1, accesses to address 0x80 go to Responder 2, and so forth. For illustrative
purposes, each granule is labeled as follows: X..Y where X identifies the interleave
range number and Y identifies the offset within the range.
The right three columns illustrate how each Responder may “compress out”
sparseness by packing the regions into contiguous Responder-local addresses. This
is accomplished by masking the high-order address bits in a programmable MSB:LSB
range to zero (this impacts only Responders participating in a given interleave group).
If the Responder supports a Responder ZMMU (e.g., to perform R-Key validation),
then the masking shall be done subsequent to ZMMU lookup.
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This example illustrates two SoCs connected through a vendor-specific coherency
interconnect.
• Each SoC is attached to a Gen-Z switch which is attached to four Responders.
• The orange arrows illustrate where component-specific decode and interleave
are applied. This example illustrates that any CPU core can reach any home
agent through the SoC-specific coherency fabric.
• The blue arrows illustrate where Gen-Z architected decode and interleave are
applied. This example illustrates that any Requester PE (protocol engine) can
reach any Responder. Each Requester PE uses a combination of the Requester
ZMMU and the Gen-Z Interleave Table (if supported) to identify the Responder
and generate a request packet.
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This example illustrates two SoCs connected through a vendor-specific coherency

interconnect. Each SoC is attached to two of the four Responders using point-topoint links. The orange arrows illustrate where component-specific interleaves are
applied. Since the Responders are point-to-point-attached, the component-specific
interleave shall be the only interleave applied when processing a request destined
to a Responder.
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Gen-Z supports Transparent Routers (TR). Requesters view a TR is a Responder with
potentially a very large amount of addressable resources. A TR leverages ZMMU logic to
translate request packets from a Requester into one or more request packets targeting
Responders in the “invisible” subnet. As such, if a TR contains an integrated switch or is
attached to a discrete switch(es) that is attached to multiple Responder memory or storage
components, it is possible to transparently support memory interleaving.
• TR memory interleaving can be transparently provided to one or more Requesters.
• TR memory interleaving can provide aggregate bandwidth, improved latency, improved
data availability, etc.
• TR memory interleaving can be combined with other transparent services without
impacting Requesters, e.g., multi-tier memory tiers, data accelerators (e.g.,
compression, encryption, deduplication, hot-plug / replacement, etc.).
• And so forth.
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This concludes this presentation. Thank you.
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